VCUQatar will provide all the graduation accessories through the Bookstore. Graduation accessories to be provided are as follows: (1.) stole, (2.) graduation cap and tassel, (3.) cords for Latin honors, and (4) graduation hood for MFA.

Students will keep all the graduation accessories with them after the graduation.

Graduation accessories will be included in the gown package.
Cap is worn flat on the head. Tassel starts on the right.

After receiving the diploma, tassel is moved to the left.
Tassel

Graduation Cap

The graduation cap is worn flat on the head. Tassel stays on the left side of the cap and will remain there until the ceremony is complete.

VCUQ Stole

MFA Graduation Gown

The graduation hood is worn on top of the stole with the largest portion hanging down your back. The brown portion indicates your specific field of study and should be shown outside. The brown portion in front should be facing upward and flat on the top of your shoulders.

MFA Graduation Hood

On your back fold the color at the bottom of the hood to allow the colors of the university to show. This requires help from a friend.